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Gud is the Somali word 'to cut' and is pronounced 'Good'  



THE CUT RUNS DEEPER THAN JUST HER SKIN.  

SYNOPSIS

While celebrating their mother’s

impromptu visit to Australia, the reunion

is short lived, as Zara learns of her

mother’s plans to take her younger

sister back to Somalia to have her

circumcised (Female Genital Mutilation).

Needing help to flee the family home,

Zara reaches out to Maya, an old friend

from the same community. Despite

aiding in the escape, Maya ultimately

betrays Zara, leaving the sisters to face

the consequences alone.



FACTS ABOUT FGM STATISTICS AND STATUS IN AUSTRALIA 

More than 200 million girls and

women worldwide are living with

genital mutilation according to the

World Health Organisation (WHO).

An estimated 53,000 women and

girls born overseas and now living

in Australia have undergone

female genital mutilation in their

lifetime, data released by the

Australian Institute of Health and

Welfare.

The study, conducted by

researchers at the Australian

paediatric surveillance unit at

Westmead Children's Hospital in

Sydney, found almost 60 girls with

FGM had been seen by

paediatricians and children's

health specialists since 2010,

many having undergone the most

extreme form of the procedure.

Despite FGM being recognised as

physical abuse under Australian

law, only 13 of the girls were

referred to or were being

managed by child protection

services.
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THE UNITED NATIONS HAS

PREDICTED 2 MILLION MORE

GIRLS WILL BE FORCED TO

UNDERGO FGM BY 2030 DUE TO

CIRCUMSTANCES CAUSED BY

THE PANDEMIC .

FGM is a criminal offence in all

state and territories of Australia,

but prosecutions are rare

IT IS BELIEVED THAT

THERE ARE 11 GIRLS "AT

RISK" OF FGM IN

AUSTRALIA EACH DAY .
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Alana started her film career as  an

actress. After graduating from

16th Street Actor’s Studio, Alana

worked professionally with

universities across Melbourne,

assisting  emerging filmmakers

refine their craft directing actors.

After a couple of years in front of

the camera, Alana decided it was

time to expand her knowledge and

undertook a Bachelor of Film from

SAE Creative Media Institute,

graduating in 2019. With her

extensive knowledge of acting

techniques, Alana is also known as

an acting coach, having worked on

many Melbourne based projects.

GUD is Alana’s directorial debut.

Bilan completed her Bachelor of

Film at SAE Creative Media

Institute in 2019, with the hopes of

being a catalyst for change in her

community. By pursuing her

filmmaking dreams, she hopes to

create a platform to share stories

that need to be told and become a

voice for those who do not have an

opportunity to be heard. This is

Bilan's acting debut, as the

character Maya.

Laura Jane is an award nominated

actor-turned-filmmaker and has

been working professionally in the

film industry for ten years.

Compelled to step behind the lens

to challenge the gender imbalance

in the film industry, she is the

founding executive of F Word

Films – an independent production

studio committed to creating and

supporting female driven stories.

Laura Jane’s first role behind the

camera was as a Producer and 1st

AD for the multi award winning

feature film, This Little Piggy.

Jordan is a young Australian

Cinematographer, having

graduated with a Bachelor of Film

in 2018. Jordan has worked as

Director of Photography on a

number of projects, including

festival selected short films,

documentaries and music

videos.He has a strong passion for

diverse stories and character

driven narratives.
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HALIMA SET

ZARA 

Halima is a  Melbourne based model

with a love for film.  

Although Halima had no prior acting

experience,  her presence, intelligence 

 and willingness to learn captivated the

Director from the moment she walked

in the room. 

It is our great honour to introduce

Halima in her acting debut of Zara .

AISHA SET

ALIYA 

Aisha is the  real life sister to Halima.

Due to unforeseen circumstances the

character  of Aliya had to be re-cast

the night before shooting was

scheduled to begin and Aisha bravely

stepped in to save the day. 

We are incredibly grateful for her

prfessionalism and willingness to jump

into the deep. This is Aisha's acting

debut. 

BILAN ROBLEH

MAYA

Bilan is the talented writer behind Gud. 

After being the reader throughout the

auditions, the director saw her

potential as an actress and proposed

the idea that Bilan would be perfect for

the character of Maya.  

Proving she's not only a powerhouse

creative behind the camera, but also

equal part creative in front it, this is

Bilan's acting debut.



BEHIND THE SCENES



WRITERS STATEMENT

I wrote this script to share a story that is not heard

enough , about people who are not seen enough .

In a world where people like me are not represented , I

have a responsibility to tell our truths . 

Gud is a piece that depicts a familiar , yet frightening

experience that many young girls and women can relate

to , I just hope everybody watching the film does so with

an open mind and heart . 

Bilan Robleh  - Writer GUD



DIRECTORS STATEMENT

The Australian Institute of Health and welfare estimate 53,000

women and young girls are living with Female Genital Mutilation in

Australia . This is why we have to tell this story . 

Working with such an articulate and heartfelt script , I feel honoured

to have directed this film alongside such a strong and talented group

of creatives . Gud represents why I became a film maker ; to tell

stories that need to be told and to express all parts of the human

condition in a truthful , creative and compelling way . 

I ’m grateful for the trust the writer , community and crew have given

me throughout this process . 

In making this film , I am asking the audience to be brave enough to

have uncomfortable conversations about the world around them .

Alana Spencer - Director GUD 



CONTACT INFORMATION

Alana Spencer

Director and Producer

0413 894 340 

alana . j .spencer@gmail .com 

Bilan Robleh 

Writer and Producer 

0450 816 621 

Brobleh@gmail .com

www.gudshortfilm.com

www.instagram.com/gudshortfilm


